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THE GUMMY BEAR BED

Created by HISSA IGARASHI 

TWELV Magazine is proud to present our latest creative collaboration with Craig’s 
Beds. You may remember the TWELV Magazine Gummy Bear Dress from a few years 

ago; well the team behind that creation is back at it again and this time the gummy 
encrusted object is a queen sized mattress
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When creative forces combine, magic happens. 
This is certainly the case in a recent campaign 
for the Summerfield Mattress line developed 
by the owner of Craig’s Beds, a trendy mattress 
store in NYC, which features an actual queen 
size mattress covered in a tie-dyed rainbow pat-
tern made completely out of real gummy bears. 

You may ask yourself ‘why gummy bears?’ and 
there is a good answer for that – Craig Frucht-
man of Craig’s Beds was looking to express his 
company’s creative and innovative spirit and felt 
that the bears would be a cute reference to hi-
bernation and having sweet dreams so it all tied 
together. If the Summerfield Mattress line had a 
mascot it would definitely be a sleeping bear – so 
why not gummy bears! 

With Craig’s background in textile manufactur-
ing, specifically fabric printing, other artists and 
designers often inspire him. In particular he has 
always been fascinated with their use of color. 
This is also what drew him to The Gummy Bear 
Dress designed by Hissa Igarashi for TWELV 
Magazine. The dress was made three years ago 

and was inspired by Alexander McQueen’s rain-
bow dress. The dress, like the mattress, was cov-
ered from top to bottom in edible gummy bears. 
Craig, Hissa, and the TWELV Magazine team 
joined forces and brought some art and some fun 
to the mattress world. 

As you can imagine, covering an entire mattress 
in tiny gummy bears was a formidable task. The 
project took a total of two weeks to complete 
and involved many late nights. The process in-
volved substituting the mattress foam with clear 
soft materials and sticking on little gummy bears 
piece by piece to create the pattern and cushions 
for gummy bear version of the Summerfield mat-
tress. The queen-sized bed contains 500 coils for 
a firm but luxurious feel. The mattress itself is 
15.1 inches in height and 60 x 80 inches wide 
and long. The team went through 225 pounds 
of gummy bears and 117 tubes of glue to fully 
blanket the mattress in candy. 
Naturally, after hours and hours of working, 
everyone had to take a lot of snack breaks and 
munch on a few delicious gummy bears – 500 of 
them to be exact. 
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Hissa and the TWELV team pushed through the tedium 
and used their dedication and ingenuity to bring the mat-
tress to fruition. In total there were over 26,100 gummy 
bears used/eaten. Divided by colors and flavors there 
were over 3000 black black-cherry, 4000 red wild cherry, 
3200 yellow mango, 4000 green apple, 4200 blue blue-
raspberry, 5000 purple grape, and 2100 orange orange-
flavored gummy bears.   

The Summerfield Gummy Bear Bed is meant to be a 
symbol of the company’s heart, creativity, and passion for 
being the best business they can be. Their Summerfield 
custom mattresses were developed as a direct response 
to the needs of their customers and actually based on 
what their customers wanted in a mattress. The Sum-
merfield Gummy Bear Bed is a great way of showing 
just how willing Craig’s Beds is to go above and beyond 
to provide their customers with a memorable shopping 
experience and of course a unique mattress that meets 
all of their needs. Craig wanted to do a project where 
they could express their gratitude and appreciation to all 
of the people who made a stop in their life journey at 
their business. When customers visit Craig’s Beds they 
not only discuss how they sleep but they also talk about 
their big city dreams and why they came to the city - this 
project is meant to represents all of the dreams and ambi-
tions people have shared with Summerfield.

After the completion of The Summerfield Gummy Bear 
Bed, TWELV Magazine collaborated with Summerfield 
once again to do an editorial photo shoot using the fan-
tastic bed. Since Alexander McQueen was the original 
inspiration for the gown and now the mattress, not to 
mention the upcoming retrospective of his work in the 
upcoming exhibition “Savage Beauty” in London, it was 
only fitting that the tribute to McQueen continued with 
the clothing. The model wore two McQueen gowns from 
the Albright Fashion Library while posing like a fashion-
able sleeping beauty on top of the gummy bear coated 
mattress.  

The Summerfield Gummy Bear Bed will be displayed 
and featured in It’Sugar Noho store here in New York 
from March 18th until Easter. Be on the look out for the 
mattress at It’s Sugar and their shopping give away con-
test in addition to a mattress give away contest! 

Don’t forget to check out Craig’s Beds and the Summer-
field mattress at 
craigsbeds.com and summerfieldmattress.com
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